charities favored by talent. We discuss both obstacles and objections from a variety of policy and legal perspectives ranging from competitive balance to distributive justice. Finally, we consider possible extensions of the FAC model as well as offer some ruminations on why FACs have not already developed.
Importantly, FACs create the potential for more efficient valuations of talent by registering not only the number of fans but also the intensity of their preferences. This insight, which stresses the upside of price discrimination, has relevance for a wide range of human endeavors where bilateral contracts have effects on third parties that are neither calibrated nor valued adequately. 
Introduction
Disappointment is endemic to fandom. 1 Clevelanders were stung that basketball hero LeBron James took his talents to South Beach, when he signed with the Miami Heat in 2010, 2 while Miami fans were equally disappointed when James returned to Cleveland in 2014. 3 Many fans of TV's "Downton Abbey" were crushed when actor Dan Stevens (the actor who played male romantic lead Matthew Crawley) left the show in 2013. 4 Students, faculty, and alumni at the University of Chicago are undoubtedly still upset about losing one of the most prolific scholars, Cass Sunstein, 5 to Harvard Law School a few years ago.
The choices of where high-profile talent "perform" in an organizational context-athletes, academics, chefs, network newscasters, actors, opera singers, faculty members-present a puzzle. On the one hand, "teams"-the organizations that employ talent 6 -try to anticipate the preferences of fans to capture their dollars. On the other hand, fans are largely 1 See Daniel L. Wann et al., Sports Fans: The Psychology and Social Impact of Spectators (2001) . 2 Michael Lee, LeBron James will Leave Cleveland Cavaliers to Join Dwayne Wade, Chris Bosh with the Miami Heat, Wash. Post (July 9, 2010), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/07/08/AR2010070806865.html.
3 LeBron James (as told to Lee Jenkins), I'm Coming Home, SI.com, (July 11, 2014), http://www.si.com/nba/2014/07/11/lebron-james-cleveland-cavaliers. 4 See Leslie Messer, Dan Stevens Says His Exit from Downton Abbey Was An Emotional Experience, ABC News (Jan. 19, 2014), http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/ dan-stevens-calls-watching-downton-abbey-emotional-experience/ story?id=21578846. 5 Paul H. Edelman & Tracy E. George, Six Degrees of Cass Sunstein, 11 Green Bag 2d 19 (2007) . 6 We say teams because our paradigm for this paper will be contract negotiations between an individual athlete and a professional sports team. But for purposes of the larger idea, the team represents the second party in the bilateral negotiation that controls where talent performs and under what conditions. So the team might be a television network, a law school, a restaurant, a couture house, a symphony, etc.
shut out of the conversations between talent and team. We wonder why fans are not more proximately involved in talent's choices. Even if disappointment for fans is inevitable, utter powerlessness is not-or so we argue here.
Instead, fans can overcome that powerlessness through crowdfunding.
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Crowdfunding empowers fans to collect and use money to influence the choices talent makes regarding where to perform or for what team. As we see it, groups of fans, what we call Fan Action Committees ("FACs"), would engage in coordinated influence mongering, raising and offering money in an effort to collectively affect the key choices made by stars or teams regarding recruitment and retention. FACs, in short, allow fans to put their money where their hearts are. A fancier way of saying this is that FACs can respond to and reflect the intensity of third-party preferences affected by bilateral contracts. Additionally, FACs will be particularly valuable when opportunities for price discrimination, which occurs when suppliers are able to charge different prices to different consumers for the same product, are unavailable or under-utilized under existing market conditions. 8 This Article unfolds over three parts. Part I discusses the basic structure of FACs and how they differ from traditional crowdfunding projects. Under the conventional crowdfunding model, there is a bilateral arrangement between an artist or entrepreneur and the patron. To use a recent example, there was a bilateral relationship between Hollywood producer Rob Thomas and the Marshmallows, a.k.a. the fans of Veronica Mars, in Thomas's efforts to use Kickstarter crowdfunding to make a Veronica Mars movie. Our innovation is to extend the crowdfunding mechanism from bilateral relationships to trilateral contexts, where members of a bilateral relationship can be influenced by third parties-fans-with an interest in that relationship's texture or existence. We offer two approaches to designing FACs. One is direct compensation, in which fan money goes directly to the talent as supplemental income, comparable to endorsement deals. The other is charitable contributions, in which fan money goes to some charitable cause favored by the star. 7 Andrew A. Schwartz, Crowdfunding Securities, 88 Notre Dame L. Rev. 1457, 1459 (2013). 8 Price discrimination was historically regarded with suspicion as evidence of a firm's monopolistic ambitions and capacities. In more recent decades, however, it has been understood also as a vehicle for consumer welfare inasmuch as it can increase efficiency and consumer surplus when it allows for competition among sellers at various stages of a product's life-cycle. Part II considers a number of obstacles and objections to FACs under either structure. For reasons discussed below, we focus our discussion primarily on the professional sports context. In our view, sports leagues in particular may oppose FACs because they risk jeopardizing competitive balance across teams. More generally, however, FACs might be challenged as either pernicious (because they facilitate the rich getting richer) or futile (because of suspicions that they will get little done). We engage these and other challenges and explain how to surmount them. Part II also explains our reasons for preferring the charitable FAC model.
Finally, in Part III, we offer some big picture thoughts. First, we consider some of the incentives that might help make FACs more likely to occur. For the most part, we think that FACs could make markets for talent across a range of activities more efficient; in doing so, they can re-shape many areas in which bilateral contracts generate externalities to third parties who wish to promote or avoid those externalities. Second, we consider why, if FACs can create gains from voluntary transactions, we do not see them more often. Accordingly, we consider some of the transaction costs and social norms that are relevant to the discussion.
Two caveats should be issued before we proceed. First, as mentioned above, we focus our efforts on the domain of professional team sports. We do so because FACs in this domain would probably draw the most fan involvement, raise the most money, and have the greatest effect on talent choices. Professional team sports involve the paradigmatic trilateral relationship among an organization (such as a sports franchise), talent, and passionate, emotionally invested fans. Moreover, because of competitive balance concerns distinctively arising in professional team sports, that domain may present the most difficulty for FACs. Accordingly, we think that FACs have tremendous promise in the realm of professional team sports, but also some peril. That said, the institutional structures we envision are relevant for fans of virtually any form of coordinated activity where contractual arrangements generate substantial third party benefits-or harms.
Second, this is an "idea" paper, one meant to spur further conversation without attempting to provide the final word on the matter. As such, the recommendations and comments we make are somewhat tentative and yet, we hope, somewhat tantalizing too.
I. Fan Action Committees: An Overview

A. Crowdfunding in Bilateral Relationships
Fans organizing into groups is nothing new. In the realm of sports, for example, fans unite by attending games (and pregame tailgates) or by watching and discussing them together at home, in bars, or in online forums. Many teams have official or unofficial fan clubs, some of which even outlast the team itself. 9 Outside of sports, celebrity websites and fan clubs are ubiquitous, for everyone from chefs to actors. Fan networks preceded the Internet, but their presence has only exploded with the rise of social media. Websites allow fans to revel in their shared love of the team, personally experience the team's success and failure, and express devotion and frustration alike.
10 Whether for Lady Gaga or the Chicago Bulls, fans express their enthusiasm or disdain by buying tickets and licensed t-shirts-or not.
Crowdfunding provides another vehicle through which fans can monetize that support and affection. This is already true for fans of emerging or struggling artists or entrepreneurs without ready access to capital. In a typical crowdfunding arrangement, fans use online websites such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo to pledge money to support an author or musician in some endeavor. In perhaps the most famous and successful example to date, more than 91,000 fans pledged more than $5 million to help produce a Veronica Mars movie.
11 Crowdfunding is ripe for even more growth following revisions to federal securities laws allowing shares in start-up companies to be offered through crowdfunding mechanisms. 12 In short, crowdfunding arrangements already exist, are effective at filling market demand, and, because of the ways in which the Kickstarter-type intermediaries serve as trustworthy escrow agents, are essentially risk-free for contributors. They need not worry that FACs or the funded talent will simply abscond with the money. 
B. The FACs Innovation: Crowdfunding Trilateral Relationships
Two things are notable about the typical crowdfunding situation. First, it is largely bilateral between funders and funded. Fans give money directly to the artist so the artist can perform her skill (writing the book, producing the CD, producing the movie, etc.) or so the entrepreneur can establish her company. Second, and relatedly, crowdfunding is frequently essential for the completion of these projects. Without fan contributions, the artist will usually be unable to complete her project or otherwise perform her art.
FACs extend the crowdfunding model from the conventional bilateral arrangement to a trilateral relationship involving a team, its fans, and a star talent. Using the same crowdfunding processes and mechanisms, fans can pledge, collect, and offer money to or for the benefit of that talent in exchange for him joining or remaining with "their" preferred team. Through collective effort, or even the effort of just one wealthy fan with an interest in the outcome, fans take an active and empowering role in recruiting and retaining talent.
Several features define the trilateral relationships at the heart of FAC activity. First, the primary relationship is between the team and the star. The team pays the star a (usually substantial) salary and the star performs even without FAC involvement. FAC-raised funds are not necessary for stars to ply their trade, but rather act as a supplement to the primary relationship. Second, fans' strongest loyalty is primarily (if not exclusively) to the team; fans want the talent to join their team only so their team can win. Fans may previously not have cared about the player or even actively rooted against him on his old team, but quickly change allegiance once the player has changed affiliations.
14 (This will not be the case in other domains.). Third, the talent and team control the conversation; if the team is not interested in signing or keeping the player, or if the player is utterly uninterested in playing for the team, the fans remain powerless. In most cases, FACs cannot overcome recalcitrant management or its refusal to recognize the value and benefit of signing the fans' preferred player because the team typically must be the first mover. 15 Finally, we expect FACs to be nonetheless etnews.com/article/865565918/From-Chicago-to-Provo-BYU-fans-plan-T-shirtcampaign-for-Jabari-Parker.html (noting concerns of fans who raised money for tshirts to be used in recruiting college basketball players to BYU). 14 As comedian Jerry Seinfeld put it, "you're actually rooting for the clothes when you get right down to it." Seinfeld: The Label Maker (NBC television broadcast Jan. 19, 1995) . 15 It is possible that FAC efforts might help change the choices of team managers or players. Perhaps the FAC's efforts convince a star to sign with an organization he particularly effective in a sport such as basketball, which involves fewer players and in which one or two superstar players can make a team a champion. Fans thus can focus their crowdfunding efforts on those two stars, with some confidence that their presence will bring team success.
When FACs perform their intended function, fans no longer act as passive and inconsequential consumers. Rather, FACs provide, if not a seat at the bargaining table, a powerful and potentially influential voice in the process of recruiting or retaining talent by helping to create the most appealing offer and atmosphere and to convince the talent to come to (or stay in) their team's city. They do so by arranging a transaction directly with, or for the benefit of, the talent, rather than with the team. That this new voice may put teams in a difficult spot at times is precisely the point of allowing fans to develop this powerful, perhaps contrary, voice that actually may influence or change the behavior and preferences of teams and players.
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A FAC need not assume any particular form. It could be established either as a distinct organization or as an offshoot of an existing larger (unofficial) fan club. The FAC itself could be a formal legal organization or it could be one person or a group of individuals joined by physical or virtual space, reaching out and encouraging fundraising efforts among the fan base. It can utilize existing crowdfunding platforms and mechanisms, and the efficiency and security they provide, with fans pledging contingent funds, paid only if the recruitment effort succeeds. The FAC serves as advocate and accountant-publicizing recruitment and funding efforts, urging fans to contribute funds, tracking funds raised, and announcing the amounts pledged as part of media efforts to recruit talent. As with other mechanisms that channel money and influence, FACs likely would evolve over time, becoming more responsive, effective, and adaptable to changing free-agent markets and situations.
had not previously considered. Or perhaps the FAC's efforts convince the organization to reconsider its decision to fire or not re-sign a star. 16 We are aware that empowering FACs this way could disrupt the plans of management vis-à-vis compensation. For instance, management may wish to reward recently improving players more than players with equivalent statistics but who have plateaued or worsened over the years. FACs might have other objectives, which theoretically could conflict with management's strategy. In corporate law, shareholders are generally not the managers for various reasons, and perhaps there are similarly valid reasons to deny fans this kind of influence. Importantly, management is independent of the fans and can always resist their efforts if they think the fans are misguided, since the team remains wholly separate from the FAC. Whether epistemic deference to management is something that should be granted in the first instance is a more complicated question and we discuss some of the costs and benefits regarding epistemic deference to management, infra in Part II.B.7."
Payments to FACs could consist of a few large contributions from a small number of wealthy fans, many small contributions from a large number of non-wealthy fans, or even symbolic payments from the youngest fans. 17 Most likely, it combines all of the above. If the Veronica Mars Kickstarter project is typical, then there is no reason to believe similar numbers of fans could not raise sufficient money, on top of the star's actual salary, to provide an additional incentive for the star to join their favorite team. Granted, it likely will not be sufficient to thoroughly replace the player's salary or to overcome a team's lowball offer. However, FACs are not intended to replace the organization, only to facilitate fans' influencing the organization's recruiting or retention efforts. When competing salary offers from competing teams are relatively close, the extra FAC money may provide a meaningful incentive to a player to sign with one team.
Moreover, while we initially envision this as a way to help attract talent to teams, fans could use FACs to express support for players and teams for any number of reasons, such as rewarding a current player for exceptional performance (perhaps the player is, relative to the league, "underpaid") or helping a player who has gotten in trouble with the league by collecting money to offset his fine. 18 It even is conceivable that a group of anti-fans could use a FAC to express dislike for a player through negative incentives-say, by pledging money to convince a player to play for a different team or to retire.
The critical requirement-at least in the team sports context-is that FACs remain independent of the organization because, in some sports, league rules prohibit coordination or cooperation between fans and the team 17 Ohm Youunmisuk, Brandon Jacobs Bonds with Fan, ESPN.com (June 21, 2012, 9:04 PM), http://espn.go.com/new-york/nfl/story/_/id/8080528/san-francisco-49ers-brandon-jacobs-refills-joseph-armento-piggy-bank (discussing a six-year-old fan who sent an NFL player $3.36 upon hearing that the player's former team could not afford to pay him).
18 This is ripe for abuse, of course. If players suspect they would be immunized from the financial consequences of breaking rules, crowdsourcing would create a moral hazard in which bad behavior is incentivized. This sort of payment should be limited to league, rather than legal, trouble, and only when the fine was deemed "unjust." In a somewhat analogous example, fans of the University of Mississippi donated more than $75,000 in a matter of hours to cover costs and fines the university incurred after fans ran on the field and tore down the goalposts following a football victory. Hugh Kellenberger, Fans Have Covered Costs of Ole Miss' Goalposts, Fine, The Clarion-Ledger, Oct. 8, 2014, http://www.clarionledger.com/story/ mississippistatesports/2014/10/07/ole-miss-goalposts-fans-fundraising/16870129/. This example lacks that moral hazard, since the fans were paying for costs they created through their misconduct, rather than indemnifying another's misconduct.
in putting together offers to players. Accordingly, there must be one exchange between team and talent, entirely independent of FAC-raised andpledged funds; FAC funds operate independently of the primary relationship.
This raises the final issue: If crowdfunded money is a supplement to that basic agreement, where should these funds go? We see two likely options.
First is a direct compensation model, under which FACs pay the money directly to the star. This would comprise additional income for the player, comparable to outside income athletes regularly earn from endorsements and appearances. And that income would be taxable as such; it comes attached to a quid pro quo ("We will give you this money if you sign with Team X"), making it compensation to the player as part of a market exchange, not a mere gift from the fans. 19 Alternatively, under what we call the charitable model, FACs could give the money to a charity associated with the talent. Many professional athletes and other entertainers establish charitable foundations, dedicated to causes ranging from at-risk youth to the quality of life for cancer patients. 20 Sometimes these charitable endeavors are quite personal to the star. 21 Some athletes even negotiate contributions to their foundation as an explicit part of their contracts with teams or other entities with which they do business.
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In fact, with James's free agency pending in 2014, two Miami radio hosts organized LeBron-a-thon, urging fans to donate money to Boys and Girls Club of Broward County (a cause with which James has long been involved) as a show of support and affection for the player.
23
The charitable model may provide the additional benefit that money donated by fans to a charitable foundation will not (likely) qualify as income to the star, assuming the star is not directly coordinating with the fans or directing their contributions to any particular place. 24 And because the money is going to charitable organizations, there is even some possibility that fan contributions will be tax deductible, as would an ordinary independent contribution to the player's foundation. 25 The IRS might be suspicious of this arrangement, of course. 26 An alternative tax treatment would treat FAC donations as includable income to the talent, then tax-deductible (up to a point) by him as a charitable donation to his own foundation.
27
Either way, we ultimately doubt tax issues will substantially affect fans' willingness to either organize a FAC or contribute to it. First, typical fans are motivated more by love of their team than by tax benefits, so even non-deductibility is unlikely to deter participation. The general success of crowdfunding in other contexts shows that people are willing to spend on these sorts of efforts without needing tax benefits, especially when individual donations are relatively small. Second, many low-and middle-income fans that would make small contributions to support their favorite players and teams may not take itemized deductions; their inability to deduct the contribution would therefore not affect their tax situation. Seeing plausible arguments on both sides, we leave further exploration of the tax issues for another forum.
Our strong preference is for the charitable model. As we show in the next Part, both models are subject to various concerns and objections, which we hopefully show are unfounded. But the charitable model offers some comparative public policy and public-relations advantages, making it the normatively preferable approach to this type of crowdfunding. 26 The tax law issues raised here are somewhat tricky. On one hand, one might question whether fan contributions should be deductible. The sine qua non of a charitable contribution is that money or property is transferred without adequate consideration, meaning only "unrequited" payments qualify for deduction. See Hernandez v. C.I.R., 490 U.S. 680, 690-91 (1989) . This is determined by examining the external features of the transaction, without regard to the taxpayer's subjective motivations. Id. at 691; McLennan v. United States, 24 Cl. Ct. 102, 106 (Cl. Ct. 1991). FAC payments, even as charitable contributions, involve a quid pro quo-"here is money that we fans will donate to your foundation if you sign with the team."
That said, we can envision two arguments in favor of deductibility. First, any benefit to the donors is "intangible," merely the psychic benefit of having a great player on their team and giving their team a chance to win. Second, any such benefit is "incidental or tenuous," lacking any value so as to make the contributions a non-deductible purchase. 26 C. 
II. Objections and Responses
This Part considers a variety of anticipated obstacles and objections to our proposal. Our hope is that we will reveal these impediments or challenges to be surmountable, particularly where funding efforts are directed to charity.
A. League Reactions
Outside of professional team sports, there is every reason to think that the FAC model could be used effectively to influence the choices talent make regarding where and whether to perform, teach, or cook, etc. But, professional team sports raise an unusual set of issues. The principal challenge is that leagues will invoke concerns about competitive balance, referring to their various regulations and contracts to generate arguments that might prevent FACs from affecting team relationships with the talent. That said, we can also imagine why leagues also might come to support FACs, in which case, it remains speculative as to what teams will think about FACs and crowdfunding.
An Optimistic Scenario for FACs
On the positive side, we could see why teams and leagues will embrace FACs, and even welcome and celebrate that level of involvement and influence. After all, it is not unprecedented for fans to hold a stake in the relationship between teams and talent. The NFL's Green Bay Packers, for example, are a community-owned team. 28 With a storied history and legendarily committed fan base, the Packers demonstrate that the public can be effective stakeholders in a team without running afoul of the law or disturbing competitive balance. Similarly, the Seattle Sounders FC, a professional soccer team, has invited input from season ticket-holders and official booster-club members on team matters that are far from ceremonial and that comprise significant operating decisions, including choosing a team nickname and deciding whether to retain the team's general manager. 29 FACs, of course, are distinct from both situations. A FAC seeks to encourage a player, who already shares mutual interest with the team, to make a choice about his place of employment. But it does not go much farther; the FAC is not seeking, for instance, to control the team's management of its concession stands. The basic logic remains the same, however: fans act as stakeholders and, through FACs, more directly try to influence the players, and thus, the team.
A Pessimistic Scenario for FACs
Less optimistically, teams may be apprehensive about fans linking themselves financially to players, particularly on the direct compensation model, where a FAC is essentially paying money directly to the talent. The basic objection rests with leagues' commitments to competitive balance and parity. The leagues' goal is to preserve an association of teams all possessing a reasonable chance to pay, attract, and retain top players, and thus to compete for championships. Without some efforts meant to achieve parity across teams, the competitive balance theory goes, fans will lose interest if their favorite teams cannot compete.
30 Accordingly, team owners divide revenue among teams and players and establish manageable annual increases in player salaries. 31 Teams and leagues may fear that FACs, by offering players the possibility of substantial additional money, will upset that sought-after parity and balance.
The question before us is whether a league, under current rules, could do anything to stop FACs from forming and operating. The answer is "no," although the issue warrants discussion. We use the National Basketball Association (NBA) to illustrate the point, in part because fan funding of free agents likely would be most effective in that sport, where the addition of one or two great players, attracted to the team with the help of FAC money, may turn a team into a championship contender. Regardless, the analysis and conclusions should be substantially the same as to all major professional sports team leagues.
It is tempting to think of a sports league as an "it" that speaks with one voice. In truth, the major professional leagues are associations of inde- In challenging FAC payments, the NBA could draw upon three sources of rules: 1) the collective bargaining agreement ("CBA") negotiated between the league and the players' union; 2) the uniform player contract between the individual player and his team, attached to and incorporated into the CBA; 35 and 3) the league constitution, particularly as it empowers the commissioner to act in the "best interests" of the game. 
a. Conventional Agreements and Sources
For our purposes, it is safe to say that the CBA and uniform contract together control player compensation. Most notably, NBA teams can only pay players through their employment contracts. 37 They cannot offer investment opportunities, property and vehicle transfers, or other potential forms of services compensation. Teams are also barred from naming a player as a player-coach and paying him two salaries or from giving an equity stake in the team. The CBA also imposes non-negotiable minimum and maximum boundaries on player salaries and contract length. 39 Even the best players can only sign for a maximum of five years with their team. 40 Although maximum salaries depend on several factors-including a player's NBA service time and the amount of annual income received by the NBA and its subsidiaries-a "maximum" contract signed in 2012 was expected to be worth about $19 million per season. 41 Collective bargaining has also gently capped the total money teams can spend on player salaries, imposing a "luxury tax" on teams that spend beyond the cap. 42 Teams and players are further prohibited from negotiating bonuses based on team success, 43 although the uniform player contract may be amended to provide monetary incentives for a player's individual success, as defined from earning awards or achieving statistical benchmarks. 44 Importantly, the NBA has strictly enforced the prohibition on players receiving compensation from teams outside of their employment contract. 45 Penalties include fines of up to $3 million, the loss of draft picks, and voiding of the player contract at issue. 46 While the uniform player contract and CBA primarily govern compensation matters, the NBA league constitution mostly controls internal operations and the relationship between teams and the league. Importantly, the constitution is drafted by league officials, owners, and their representatives, and it regulates their actions without touching players directly. That said, the constitution's "best interests clause" is incorporated by reference in the uniform player contract, which itself is incorporated by reference in the CBA, thus binding the players. That clause empowers the commissioner to sanction any player who, in the commissioner's determination, makes statements injurious to "the best interests of basketball or of the Association" or commits misconduct that conflicts with notions of morality and fair play. Nevertheless, the clause has seldom been invoked, and it is typically limited to cases of player misconduct on (or off) the court. 47 That said, the expansive wording theoretically empowers the NBA to bar a player from taking money from fans on the grounds that doing so would undermine "fair play."
The problem with such a broad reading is that it is impossible to realistically distinguish a range of unquestionably permissible outside income available to players from FAC income. As discussed earlier, a direct payment from a FAC would simply constitute another source of income for the player who signs with a given team. Players receive income from a range of sources beyond their teams, most obviously through commercial endorsements. In 2013, LeBron James, then the NBA's best player, earned $17.6 million per year from his team but $39 million per year in endorsements. 48 Less obviously, players earn income through other activities, including appearances in films. 49 While these opportunities all trade on the player's fame and athletic success, none of this income is deemed to contravene salary limitations or other league regulations.
One might try to distinguish FAC payments from ordinary endorsements because of differences in what the talent does to earn that money. Endorsement money is earned in exchange for endorsing a product, not for playing a sport, and an endorsement deal may last beyond the player's contract with the team and even beyond his playing career. FACs give something to (or for the benefit of) the player purely in consideration of his playing the game for a particular team for a period of time-precisely what is covered by his playing contract. But this distinction is not inherent or necessarily true in every case. Endorsement deals (especially for players who are not the greatest superstars) could be structured to last only as long as the player remains an active player for the team. Moreover, a company benefits from having an athlete endorse its product only if he plays his sport at a high level, meaning the money is at least indirectly related to player performance. No matter the league's concern for how FACs might affect competitive balance, current league rules and regulations do not preclude FAC payments to players. Of course, a league always could seek to change these rules in subsequent rounds of collective bargaining, but only with consent of the players' union.
b. Corruption and the Best Interests Power
Alternatively, the commissioner might assert the "best interests" power out of concerns for corruption. Professional athletes have historically not been above taking payoffs from gamblers to throw games. 50 The NBA is also especially sensitive in the wake of a former referee pleading guilty to charges stemming from corruption.
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On the margin, FACs might increase opportunities for organized crime to influence players. But flatly prohibiting fans from monetizing their support for their teams and their players out of fear of nefarious actors seems an unnecessary over-reaction. Players willing to engage with gamblers or organized crime do not need FACs as a vehicle to do so, just as organized criminals seeking to influence athletes do not need FACs as a vehicle to do so. Moreover, FACs present an ineffectual vehicle for gamblers or criminals seeking to influence sports. Their contributions would be mixed in with legitimate contributions from legitimate fans, diluting any connection or influence they hope to establish. Even with FACs, gamblers and criminals appear more likely to employ an existing method of influence: illegal direct payments to players to use less than best efforts.
c. Tortious Interference With Contract?
Even if a league's internal rules do not currently prohibit FAC activity, there remains the question of whether general principles of private law might give leagues or team owners a basis to object to FACs. A team might claim that, by offering something of value to the talent, the FAC tortiously interferes with the talent's contractual relationship or prospective business relations with that team.
But any team and free to make decisions about where and whether they perform. 52 With regards to prospective business relations, most courts require overtly wrongful misconduct independent of the interference itself before finding tort liability. 53 On this understanding of the tort, mere persuasion (for example, a pledge to give $ 5 million to a player's charitable foundation) to break a relationship is not sufficiently wrongful. Rather, the wrongful act must be "proscribed by some constitutional, statutory, regulatory, common law, or other determinable legal standard." 54 Furthermore, this argument is even less plausible when fan money goes to charity, such that the FAC is not giving the player anything.
B. Policy Considerations
Beyond existing league regulations and general principles of private law, FACs may be subject to a range of normative objections. That is, even if FACs (on either a direct compensation or charitable model) are permissible under law and league rules, they may simply be a bad idea.
In this section, we respond to a cluster of possible policy objections to FACs following the direct compensation model. Some of them are really only plausible in the professional sports team context while others are more generally applicable.
1. The Rich Get Richer . . . and What Do Fans Get?
The Distributive Justice Objection
The obvious objection, particularly to a direct compensation scheme, is that there is something facially unseemly about little Timmy breaking open his piggybank to enrich already-wealthy basketball stars.
As between fans and particular athletes, the "rich getting richer" concern is not a decisive normative objection in a society that already distrib- utes many goods and services through markets. As philosopher Robert Nozick famously argued, one could begin with a perfectly egalitarian distribution of wealth, but if there is a great basketball talent (he uses the 1960s exemplar, Wilt Chamberlain) who wants to charge people a quarter to watch him play, then he will end up with more money from others because of the joy he provides them. 55 That inequality is not an obvious injustice. If fans knowingly, voluntarily, and intelligently make these payments, and do so with awareness that they may earn nothing tangible in return, there is little reason to stop them by blocking that exchange.
Nozick's position is not free of controversy, of course. After all, one must believe that, notwithstanding voluntary distributions, the quality of consumer deliberations and resource allocations is beyond question. If people are spending money foolishly or in tension with their prior commitments, the mere fact of voluntary exchange between consumer and supplier may be morally inadequate to support the new pattern of inequality.
56 Still, to block the free exchange between talent and fans acting through a FAC is presumptively problematic when viewed against the backdrop of all other voluntary market-based exchanges in professional sports and entertainment, many of which directly involve fans.
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To be sure, we need not accept the current convention, which encourages sports fans to share their money with teams but not with talent as such. But as long as we permit fan-team transactions, along with other deals in which third parties reward players for endorsements or appearances, then the "rich getting richer" objection to FACs seems quite peculiar. It is hard to know why exchanges involving FACs and players would be uniquely unjust or morally undesirable compared with exchanges between a company and its professional-athlete endorser. At best, one can say that this is a set of free choices that, all other things being equal, makes the distribution of resources less equal. It is still not clear, however, why the fact of the resulting inequality is adequate to block this exchange.
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Some might press the distributive justice option further by suggesting that FACs will only further shut out poor fans, since, on the margins, those with less money will have less influence on the exit or loyalty options of 55 See Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia (1974) . 56 These are two of the reasons traditionally raised in opposition to gambling. 57 See Michael J. Sandel, What Money Can't Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets 163-79 (2012) (discussing and critiquing the "skyboxification" of sports through named stadiums, luxury skyboxes, and autographed sports memorabilia). 58 Presumably the tax system or other institutions could be used to alleviate the harms associated with these resulting inequalities too. their favorite stars. Such concern is, at first blush, an understandable one. 59 However, we are talking about commercial sports and entertainment. As long as we have accepted a market for distributing access and influencing the decisions made in professional sports or restaurants or television broadcasting, we must accept that there will be patterns of inequality related to consumption and enjoyment. Distributive justice obligations are far more pressed to prioritize access to medical care, food, adequate housing, daycare, and education (and reasonably so). Put bluntly, creating opportunities for the poor to influence where Wilt Chamberlain (or to bring Nozick into the 21st century, LeBron James) plays is, comparatively speaking, hardly a moral urgency.
Will FACs Be Futile?
A second policy objection to FACs is the prospect of futility. Stated briefly, fan payments and pledges may have no material effect on a player's decision if competing FACs cancel one another out with equal competing offers. The talent then chooses whichever team offer is better, which means he lands precisely where he would have landed without FACs; fans will not have influenced the choice. If FACs from different cities are just competing against each other in pointless stalemates, then fans themselves may rationally forbear from forming or engaging with FACs. Alternatively, fans of one team might not agree on which player to support, so they organize and contribute to rival FACs dedicated to influencing different players; if the competition splits the team's fan base, neither FAC may have enough money pledged to influence the player.
Our principal response is that the futility objection is wholly speculative. The claim that FAC payments will lead to stalemates is an empirical 59 For example, Sandel distinguishes our having a market economy to our being a market society. On his view, we must be wary of two concerns about market values pervading society. First, there is the unfairness to those less financially fortunate because they will be shut out from purchasing the goods or services that would otherwise be distributed along nonmarket values such as queue or luck or desert. Second, there is the concern that market-based thinking across various domains will somehow corrupt or injure the civic values and experiences associated with those goods. Thus, when companies hire homeless people to stand in line for lobbyists to get a seat at a congressional hearing, Sandel argues, we are exhibiting a misguided set of values that debases our political culture. Sandel, supra note 57, at 10.
While we may be sympathetic to those claims in the context of political contributions or who gets to attend congressional hearings, we don't think Sandel's two principal criticisms (unfairness and corruption) have much traction against FACs in professional team sports for reasons adumbrated later. prediction, not a fact. As with political financing by crowds instead of centralized public financing, there is always the chance that crowdsourced financing in sports will allow for influence or surprises, and some of these might turn out to be for the better. Taken seriously, the futility objection also has no stopping point, as it would suggest that market distributions of virtually all goods and services are inappropriate because competing purchasers might refuse to buy above a certain price.
More importantly, we reject the suggestion that fans enjoy no benefits if they pledge money to an unsuccessful recruiting effort. Rather, fans still might enjoy the purely expressive benefit of having tried to lure or retain a favorite player on their preferred team, of showing support for their teams, and of being able to share in that process of trying to better their team. Fans are going to be talking and fretting about the team's efforts to sign free agents, which has absolutely no effect on the outcome; contributing money towards these efforts cannot have any less influence and just might have some.
Fans already spend a substantial amount of money on their love of sports-in tickets, merchandise, cable television packages, and even taxes to fund new stadiums and arenas. 60 And, as one study shows, their willingness to pay for games and merchandise increases when star players are in those games or associated with the merchandise. 61 FACs would only enhance fans' connection to star players and capitalize on their willingness to spend for stars. If fans are willing to do so, it is because they value the expressive benefit of their expenditures independent of whether they actually tip the balance of a player's decision.
Importantly, FAC contributions measure not only fan support of the team and its player (which ticket sales or television ratings already do), but also the intensity of that support. The amount fans pledge is a financial indicator of how much fans want that player to join or remain on their team and how much they want their team to succeed. FACs, in other words, become economically useful or efficiency-promoting whenever firms are otherwise unsuccessful at engaging in optimal levels of price discrimination. When price discrimination occurs, it facilitates an increase in the likelihood of value-adding transactions between willing buyers and sellers.
Moreover, these transactions are all voluntary. Unlike taxpayers compelled to support a new stadium through mandatory taxes, fans who wish 60 We might even think of such taxes as a form of crowdfunding, albeit indirectly with respect to the talent and potentially involuntary. 61 not to participate in a FAC need not do so. Those who do wish to participate gain an avenue for expression and influence that they do not currently enjoy. Given the various ways people spend their money foolishly, crowdfunding mechanisms to benefit talent (or their charities) constitute a relatively harmless perversion. On the upside, it may foster a sense of community or civic pride and generate money for charitable causes.
A final futility argument is that this simply will not work because the FAC will not raise sufficient amounts as to offer a meaningful incentive to the star. Again, this is speculative. More importantly, the success and growth of crowdfunding suggests reason for optimism. The producers of a movie raised money from 91,000 fans. 62 If Los Angeles Lakers fans raised a comparable $62 per person from a similar number of fans, that means $5 million to offer for the benefit of a superstar player, on top of the $19 million he gets from the team. That certainly may be significant enough to affect the player's calculus in choosing his team.
Do Bigger Cities Unjustifiably Get Better Teams?
The next objection has less to do with distributive injustices involving money and more with patterns that distribute talent unevenly. On this view, FACs will probably be more successful in larger cities with larger and wealthier fan bases, thereby unfairly disadvantaging teams in smaller markets.
To understand this concern better, consider how the NBA treats broadcasting revenue. While NBA teams equally divide national television revenue to the tune of approximately $30 million per team, they keep their own local broadcasting revenue, which in some cases, is substantially larger.
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This arrangement has led to enormous disparities; while the Los Angeles Lakers receive $150 million in local broadcasting revenue, the Sacramento Kings snag just $11 million. 64 It is probably true that teams in large cities will have more fans, on average, than teams in small cities, and more fans usually means more money. This is not an ineluctable truth; perhaps a billionaire such as Bill 62 See Cohen, supra note 11. 63 Gates is a fan of the poorest team and he is willing to bankroll a FAC. The original point does have an intuitive feel to it, however. Perhaps we should feel sheepish about creating yet another situation where teams from large cities benefit by virtue of the largeness of the city to which they are attached. This is a complicated question and we do not hope to resolve it here with any firmness. But the answer again emphasizes the presumptively defensible virtues of allowing people to make their own free choices. Large cities become large in part because they are doing something right to retain or attract people to live there. In a world where jurisdictional competition (i.e., federalism) is a non-laughable explanation for why some cities and states succeed while others do not, 65 there might be reason to credit the claims of large cities (or, more precisely, their boosters) that such cities should be rewarded for creating attractive places to live. To the extent cities are able to draw and keep talent based on good governance; professional, educational, and economic opportunities; or other distinctive virtues, then it is not clear why FACs associated with teams in vibrant cities should be hindered. Preserving some market incentives for cities to innovate or govern well is an article of faith for the jurisdictional competition literature. 66 If more successful FACs are one way in which that good governance is rewarded, we should be leery of regulating them simply because they are associated with teams in large cities.
Moreover, the important consideration is not the size of the media market in which the team plays but the size of a team's fan base. The two are not necessarily co-extensive, particularly in the age of individual mobility, the Internet, and national media. "Red Sox Nation" extends well beyond New England; many small-market teams-such as the NFL's Green Bay Packers and the NBA's Oklahoma City Thunder-enjoy broad national followings. A FAC can reach fans in the diaspora, who may welcome the chance to contribute and to feel more closely connected to their team. Moreover, because crowdfunding works through many smaller contributions, the significant factor in a FAC's success may be the number of fans supporting the team, not the wealth of individual (or even average) fans. If, as we ex- 65 The classic piece on jurisdictional competition is Charles M. pect, fans of all teams will develop their own FACs, market competition among fan bases will bolster market competition among teams. Two final points. First, as with the "rich get richer" objection, this one suffers from a baseline problem. That large cities may benefit more from FACs is not a persuasive reason to oppose them. After all, leagues and teams have never attempted to tie player salaries to outside income or to limit or prohibit players from earning as much endorsement income as possible. Nor have they suggested lowering the salary cap or salary-offer figures for teams in large cities because players can earn more in outside income by playing there. 67 Indeed, leagues and teams have made no efforts to preclude outside income at all, including outside income that is available precisely because the player is a star and his stardom may be enhanced by living in a mediadrenched location. There is no reason to single out income paid directly by fans as uniquely subject to leveling.
In addition, talented stars consider a number of factors in choosing where to perform or play; these include state tax implications, opportunities to contend for championships or other prizes, proximity to family, desirable weather, and social opportunities. A league's collective bargaining agreement, its uniform player contracts, and its constitution in no way regulate these considerations because they fall outside the collective bargaining relationship. A FAC payment is basically no different.
The Shibboleth of Competitive Balance: Does Wealth Disparity
Diminish Competitive Enterprises?
The next objection is that, holding all else equal, competitive sports are more attractive or aesthetically enjoyable when the playing field is not distorted by wealth. Regardless of whether players receive anything, fan contributions are designed to persuade players to play for one team instead of others.
But as one sports economist has observed, competitive balance "is like wealth. Everyone agrees it's a good thing to have, but no one knows how much one needs."
68 Or what exactly it means. We try to unpack some of the difficulties of this claim as it touches the case for FACs.
First, assuming that competition is good and that competition is hurt by wealth disparity, this argument is less relevant in non-sports commercial 67 In other words, the New York Knicks are not limited to paying their top player only $15 million per year, because he can get $4 million in endorsements playing in New York, while the Memphis Grizzlies are able to pay $18 million because endorsement opportunities in Memphis are only worth $1 million. 68 Zimbalist, supra note 30, at 111. entertainment contexts that are less directly competitive, such as the recruitment, retention, or direction of chefs, newscasters, musicians, stage actors, etc. If FACs emerge in those areas, there are no real competitive balance considerations worthy of extended deliberation. Second, even focusing on professional team sports, the argument is merely that FACs make watching sports worse in some way. But many aspects of professional sports might have similar effects, so it again is not clear that FACs are distinctly unjust or deserving of specially unfavorable treatment. Ultimately, skepticism toward private ordering in this context must be justified, as must skepticism toward one particular form of private ordering.
Third, as economist Allen Sanderson argues, competitive balance is not solely a product of resource distribution and allocation. 69 Indeed, there are many non-pecuniary influences on competition-technology, demography, playing rules, playing conditions, science, and medicine. With respect to these influences, leagues and fans welcome and applaud adaptation and innovation, even when it gives some teams a competitive advantage. 70 Moreover, it is difficult to separate "natural" from "unnatural" benefits as they affect the development of skill and performance and, in turn, competitive balance. 71 There is no reason that advantages gained from wise player evaluation are significantly different in kind than advantages gained from having a larger or more affluent fan base.
Consider, for example, the rise of sabermetrics, the use of more sophisticated statistical methods of player evaluation and game strategy, allowing teams to identify and exploit inefficiencies in conventional methods strategies. 72 Increasingly, teams hire front office personnel with strong math and statistics backgrounds to maximize these strategies. As described in the book Moneyball, baseball teams playing in small markets and working with relatively modest budgets have outperformed larger-market, big-budget teams. 73 No one, however, has seriously asserted that "competitive balance" requires that teams be restricted in the hiring of front office personnel or in efforts to exploit inefficiencies. In that same vein, even if FACs would negatively affect competitive balance, the welter of other causes that also contrib- ute to that imbalance weigh against special objections to this one, new form of allocation. Furthermore, as a legal matter, courts have been consistently skeptical of leagues' competitive-balance arguments. Where sports leagues are subject to antitrust limits, competing teams are expected to behave as competitors. For instance, the Seventh Circuit rejected the NBA's arguments for limiting the number of games that individual NBA franchises could broadcast on cable. 74 The league argued that its network television contracts would be less valuable if individual teams could enter into agreements to broadcast games to national audiences, and that some teams would enjoy an unfair advantage in placing games on cable. 75 But the competitive balance argument fell to the concern that the limitation would have diminished fan access to NBA games. 76 This same interplay motivated the Supreme Court to invalidate an NCAA rule, also motivated by competitive-balance concerns, limiting broadcasts of college games 77 and a federal district court to nix an NFL bylaw that called for teams to equally share television revenue. 78 These decisions emphasize that competition anticipates and expects winners and losers, an expectation that FACs advance.
Finally, competitive balance often is justified as a way to maintain fan optimism, thereby maintaining fan interest in their team, the league, and the sport. Fans "want to begin each season with hope and expectation." 79 Zimbalist, supra note 30, at 112. 80 Crooker & Fenn, supra note 30, at 157-58.
bases will create and support FACs, FACs actually may help foster competitive balance by providing another incentive that teams can offer to prospective free agents. Second, even if FACs ultimately produce disparity, it is the fans themselves creating the purported competitive imbalance through the very interest they show for the sport and their teams. In other words, FACs might beget competitive imbalance precisely because they result from fans wanting their teams to succeed and wanting to express that desire monetarily. We can imagine a scenario where FACs cause fans of teams from smaller cities or with smaller fan bases to lose interest in the sport because some big-city/large-fan-base teams come to dominate. But we also can imagine FACs stimulating greater fan interest and more interesting professional sports if fans see themselves as competing for affection nationwide and trying to brand themselves in distinctive and quirky ways.
If it is not obvious, we will emphasize it again: we do not deny the concern for competitive balance altogether. Rather, we believe those concerns are over-emphasized, relevant as a critique only to professional team sports, and thus only one activity where FACs could be used. And even such limited concerns are generally outweighed by considerations of liberty, commerce, and the pleasure fans take in expressing their preferences.
Speech, Money, and Corruption
FACs embody the idea that there is an expressive component to at least some financial transactions, 81 particularly charitable ones. 82 Because this expression is articulated in shekels, some might be concerned for corruption. FACs merge political action committees (PACs) with booster clubs and bring that union to professional sports. PACs facilitate the gathering of resources and support for or against particular political candidates, parties, positions, and causes. 83 Booster clubs serve similar functions for high school and college sports.
At the simplest level, booster clubs are the vehicle through which parents contribute to schools to help buy uniforms or other equipment, making the clubs indispensable to cash-strapped public schools. On the other hand, booster clubs and high-profile individual boosters have had pernicious ef- fects on big-time college 84 and even high school sports. 85 Stories of illicit payments-whether in cash, merchandise, sex, or drugs 86 -suggest that booster clubs are a problem for amateur sports. Given the negative perception of both PACs and booster clubs, why should we extend those models to professional sports or other areas of commercial entertainment?
To the extent that the infusion of money in politics and amateur sports is problematic, it is precisely because those are perceived as domains that should operate under different "spheres of justice." 87 We understand the intuition that politics or amateur sport should be relatively immune from the influence of money. A college football team should not win a championship just because its boosters are wealthy, just as a candidate should not win an election because her supporters are billionaires willing to flood the airwaves with political ads. Professional sports, by contrast, are principally a form of commercial entertainment and thus should be amenable to arguments in favor of private ordering: no different than the norms governing restaurants, airport fiction, and network TV shows. As such, there is no intrinsic reason why the norms of commerce and private ordering should not govern in that domain.
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For what it is worth, this vision of politics as being above or beyond money has been losing support in the political and legal arena. 89 The real concern with the influence of money in politics is corruption-that an elected official will be indebted to, and subject to undue influence by, his funders. 90 That concern seems inapplicable to fans giving money to talent (or their preferred charities) in professional sports and other fields of commercial entertainment. As discussed earlier, the only quid pro quo risk as to professional athletes-gamblers or criminals with access to the players-is unlikely to arise through FAC activities. 
Salary Concerns
One might object that FACs will hurt players by lowering their salaries, as teams leverage FAC pledges to reduce what they must pay. This is the same theory on which economists question the practice of tipping-that it causes restaurants to pay lower salaries, expecting workers to make up the difference in tips. This concern is unfounded for several reasons.
First, past experience demonstrates that teams do not reduce player salaries or contract offers based on potential outside income. LeBron James does not make less money, and no team would have made a lower contract offer to him, based on his outside endorsement income. Second, to the extent teams are competing to sign star players, such an attempt to lowball salaries would be unwise. If Team X offers less money to a player in reliance on anticipated FAC money, it may lose out to a higher offer from Team Y, as the player can choose to reject a lower offer that depends on the fortuity of FAC money. Again, the relationship between the team and the talent remains critical, with the FAC offering primarily a supplemental incentive to tip an equipoise in its favor. It is unlikely teams or talent will rely on that third party because of its speculative and contingent nature. Third, there is nothing inherently problematic with FACs causing teams to offer (and players to accept) less money. As discussed earlier, players join (or remain with) a particular team for a number of reasons, even at lower salary; the existence of FAC money would merely be one more reason to do so.
In any event, this concern arises only on the direct compensation model, and thus provides merely another reason to favor the charitable model. No team is likely to offer less money in salary because of some amount of money donated to the player's foundation. Of course, if a team did that, and the talent accepted the lower offer, that exchange would presumptively benefit the foundation and its charitable efforts while enhancing the talent's public reputation.
Fan Psychology and Epistemic Deference
A final set of issues relates to fan psychology and reactions. We spot them and briefly respond here, without necessarily resolving them in full.
First, one might argue that fans will quickly become disaffected when their money becomes directly intertwined with fickle player movements. Fans who contributed to a FAC to lure Player A may be angry when he returns to his original team four years later, or worse, when he asks the FAC for more money on threat of leaving. Feeling burned once, perhaps fans will be reluctant to contribute to a FAC in the bidding for the next superstar to replace the departed Player A.
But fans' anger will not necessarily stop them from contributing in the future. Just as team management might be willing to "rent" star players for only a year or two if it means a chance to win, fans might similarly be willing to contribute their own money to FACs for that opportunity. Some fans will gladly pay for two championships, even if the player departs in year three; while disappointed by the player's departure, fans savor those two successful seasons and likely see it as being worth the cost. Those same fans might gladly contribute to the FAC the next time if they perceive a new chance for additional team success.
Second, one might fear that fans, teams, and talent may all be subject to psychologically hot and situational bargaining biases, such that FACs may end up creating a tax on foolishness. One might even suggest that the idea of fans becoming too attached to talent is irrational, especially in team enterprises. On this view, fans have a transient preference and are likely to mis-predict how sad they will be if their preferred player leaves, largely because people revert to their mean level of happiness over time. All this might be true. But again, if people can buy pet rocks, they can buy the chance to influence what star player they want on their favorite basketball team. Crowdfunding has developed and thrived on that very notion. In a free society with a market-based economy, where voluntary exchanges are already the dominant mode of distributing various goods and services, there is no distinctively persuasive reason to block one voluntary exchange in commercial entertainment or sports.
To be sure, the desirability of promoting athletic or other performancerelated virtues may limit the spaces in which FACs are tolerable. Indeed, inasmuch as society should promote non-commercial virtues, the question of whether to encourage FACs becomes, at least partially, a question of expertise and deference.
This raises a distinct point: who likely better predicts what makes a good team: fans or team management? If the latter, and if we think epistemic deference to those who know is warranted, perhaps FACs are unwise. This is plausible. But consider two responses. First, as noted above, in most cases, FACs depend on the choices of the team in question to retain or recruit the talent; fan preferences will not trump those of management. For example, a FAC would have been useless for Jeremy Lin if he wanted to stay with the New York Knicks once the Knicks decided they did not want to keep him on the team. 91 Moreover, we can question how relevant epistemic deference should be in commercial enterprises. If the owners of the professional sports team want to manage their team poorly, that is their choice. If fans believe management is doing a bad job, one solution is to abandon the team in protest by not attending or watching games or otherwise giving money and support to the team. FACs offer another way: influence (or try to influence) management's decisions by influencing (or trying to influence) players through payments to or for their benefit, hoping to produce better results.
C. Policy Concerns Unique to the Charitable Contribution Model
As previously stated, we think the more attractive approach is for FACs to donate money to the talent's charitable foundation or other preferred cause. In addition to the arguments we canvassed concerning FACs above, two additional considerations specifically support the charitable model.
Distributive Justice and Charitable Contributions
The distributive-justice objection to FACs largely disappears under the charitable model. Talent, already making a lot of money, is not financially enriched at the expense of fans, especially fans of lesser means. In fact, contributions to charitable foundations usually affirmatively advance the cause of distributive justice, because charities presumably will do, on average, more good with the money than a private person would. 92 What is more, the opportunity to contribute through a FAC might encourage charitable engagement from people who do not otherwise do much giving.
Talent also may prefer this model, using the charitable benefits to boost their public image. A charitable FAC allows a star to proudly proclaim, "I am sorry to leave Team X behind, but Team Y's offer was unbeatable when its wonderful fans pledged another $5 million to my foundation.
I must do what I can for the kids I have long been committed to helping." We readily imagine that substantial donations to the talent's favored cause coupled with a public-image victory may affect the choices of at least some talent. Of course, a player might object to such charitable FAC contributions for similar reasons, complaining that fan contributions make it impossible to turn down Team Y, thereby negating that $5 million donation and creating a public-image problem.
There also is a chance that one distributive justice objection would persist, even under the charitable model. Because charitable giving is finite, the charity-focused FACs could engender a distribution of goods that is worse than in a world without FACs. For this scenario to unfold, charitable FACs would have to crowd out normatively better charitable giving. For example, if stars choose wasteful or misguided charities, then on the margins we might see a sub-optimal distribution of charitable dollars that would otherwise have gone to better places. 93 Rather than mitigating distributive justice concerns, perhaps the player's charities only benefit the wealthy (e.g., the Center for the Study of Dressage). Moreover, concerns have been raised about the management of some athletes' charitable foundations and the percentage of funds actually going to charity. 94 One also might question the motivation behind these donations-the commitment is not really to the charitable cause, but to getting the star player to join or remain with the team.
But the premises of crowding-out remain speculative. We have no reason to believe fans would not give generously to both their usual charities and to the charities of their sports heroes; on the margin, they might simply buy fewer shoes, lipsticks, or tennis balls. Moreover, we have no reason to assume that the current distribution of voluntary charitable dollars is correct or that the talent's choice of charities are, as a whole, much worse.
Sports Leagues and the Charitable FAC
Although stars do not receive anything from fan donations, FACs still are offering something of value to the player (even if the value is purely psychological or moral) to persuade him to play for one team over another. This still may appear to leagues as third-party intrusion into player movement and distribution of talent. Our response remains the same-neither private law nor internal league rules prohibit fans from collecting and spending money in a way that might influence an athlete's choices. 95 Indeed, the league would stand on even weaker ground in objecting to charitable FACs. After all, the talent is not receiving anything directly and fans are not entering into any sort of direct business relationship with the talent. The only people acting are the fans themselves and the foundations, neither of which is subject to league control. Indeed, it is impossible to see a difference between a group of fans raising $10,000 to give to a player's foundation and a group of fans spending $10,000 to rent a billboard or an airplane to fly a banner urging him to sign with the team. 96 The league simply lacks any authority to regulate the expenditure of independent fan money.
It also is unlikely that a league could or would try in future collective bargaining to prohibit charitable contributions. It would suffer a publicrelations disaster in even suggesting limits on fans' charitable contributions or on what money foundations could accept. Even if fans explicitly attempt to tie their contributions to the talent joining (or remaining on) their favorite team, leagues will quickly realize that such efforts are not worth trying to regulate.
Moreover, opposition to charitable contributions would strike the league's key constituencies, including ticket-holders and corporate sponsors, as hypocritical. It would be at odds with most leagues' own charitable ventures, which have raised substantial money for various causes. 97 For example, since its creation in 2005, NBA Cares boasts that it "has raised more than $200 million for charity, provided more than 1.9 million hours of hands-on service, and built more than 720 places where kids and families can live." 98 The NBA could not repudiate fans' donations to players' causes while simultaneously championing its signature charitable enterprise.
Charitable donations are also unlikely to resemble a zero-sum game, where a donation to one charity means another charity does not receive that donation. 99 For one, NBA Cares' core activities focus on team and player charitable activities and on partnerships with other enterprises in complex community ventures. 100 For example, in 2012 NBA Cares briefly partnered with the "Hoops 4 Hope" charity, through which customers at NBA-owned stores could donate used sneakers in exchange for a store discount. 101 This charitable program certainly warrants support. But, a fan who donates money to a player's foundation as part of free-agent recruiting is not less likely to donate old sneakers in exchange for a store discount. For that reason, FAC money for foundations favored by talent would neither diminish nor endanger the league's civic outreach efforts.
III. FACs Everywhere and Nowhere
A. FACs Everywhere?
Our focus has been on professional team sports because that is where money and attention are most likely to flow. Professional sports present the most obvious trilateral relationships, and sports fans are uniquely aware of and interested in athletes' comings and goings, providing the information necessary to allow a FAC to form and to raise money in a recruiting effort.
Similar crowdfunding efforts might likewise succeed in other trilateral relationships. We do not aim to exhaustively describe the extensions of the FAC model to other areas of human activity; instead, we just sketch some suggestions for use in other areas of commercial entertainment.
FACs are likely to succeed only where the obstacle to a deal is not the organization's ability or willingness to pay the talent, but the talent's willingness to join the organization. In those situations, FAC crowdfunding serves not to make the talent-team relationship financially possible so much as it serves as an expression of fan support and affection and thus a monetized reason for the talent to want to join. Crowdfunding offers a supplemental incentive, especially when fan money is going to the talent's preferred charitable causes. That said, we can also see how FACs might be used to completely alter the incentives of a team that was not otherwise interested in signing a particular talent.
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Consider the following circumstances in which fans could, through crowdfunding efforts, help facilitate a desired relationship between talent and team/organization.
• Fans of the symphony or opera in one city want to help attract a renowned conductor, violinist, or soprano from another company or city.
• Fans of Nate Silver's statistical analysis may attempt to influence his decision about whether to stay at the New York Times or to decamp to ESPN. 103 In each of these situations, as with team sports, the money is not necessary to make it financially feasible for the targeted star to join or remain with the organization; the organization can and will pay the talent to perform. 106 In fact, FACs might be more effective in these contexts than in professional sports, because these industries do not require or encourage individual firms to be concerned with the preservation of competitive balance-there is no National Restaurant Association ensuring that each restaurant has similar amounts to spend on chefs and a similar opportunity to succeed. Furthermore, none of these industries or markets have rules barring coordination or cooperation between the production team and the fans or between the talent and the fans.
FACs are valuable because they provide a mechanism for talent and team to capture gains based on intensity of preferences. Comedy Central, for example, makes money from "The Daily Show" through advertisements whose pricing varies based on viewers within large demographic groups said to be watching the show. In other words, the number of viewers matter significantly (even exclusively) in some markets. By contrast, FACs provide an opportunity for talent to capture gains based on the intensity of preferences belonging to particular individuals. If Bill Gates, or 50,000 individual fans, love Stewart so much, they might be willing to use a FAC to persuade him not to go on sabbatical. Markets must be conducive to that possible exchange if they are to effectively engage in wealth maximization.
FACs could even extend beyond sports and commercial entertainment. The literature on jurisdictional competition already addresses the problems and possibilities of cities or states trying to lure businesses to site their factories in particular places. 107 One could imagine how FACs and crowdfunding might impact these decisions. Perhaps Seattle is trying to lure Smelly Corp. and its 200 jobs to the area by offering $10 million in tax breaks or other advantages. Smelly Corp. could also announce that it is amenable to being persuaded to go somewhere else-and there is no reason a FAC (pervices. Charles T. Clotfelter, The Familiar but Curious Economics of Higher Education: Introduction to a Symposium, 13 J. Econ. Perspectives 3 (1999). 106 If some organizations (such as the symphony seeking a violinist or a law school seeking a cyberlaw professor) find themselves short on funds, they likely would turn directly to their donor "fans" to fill any monetary shortage, obviating the need for fans to work independently through a FAC. But we also imagine situations where the artistic director of a symphony or dean of a law school has interests and priorities at odds with the fans, and the fans might be able to alter the incentives through its FAC and the intensity of preferences it announces. The FAC cannot put a gun to the artistic director's head, obviously; but crowdfunding might affect her balance of reasons in favor or against a course of action. 107 See sources cited supra note 65.
haps supported in part by a wealthy local) could not offer them $11 million to go elsewhere, if the FAC supporters think Smelly Corp. is bad for Seattle. Citizens often speak out against government efforts to attract businesses to the area; FACs allow them to speak with their dollars.
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In sum, the use of charitable donations or direct payments by third parties to motivate behavior is not limited to a few discrete areas of endeavor. Instead, it is applicable to any area where members of a committed base are willing to express themselves financially to try to influence relevant decision-making with respect to an organization about which they care. FACs provide a vehicle for voluntarily reassigning one's comparative abundance to achieve goals held in common with others, efforts that have failed in the past because of a lack of coordinated organization. These means can be used to achieve positive ends or to avoid negative ones, although we recognize that what counts as positive or negative will often be in the eyes of the beholder.
B. FACs Nowhere?
So where are the FACS, whether in team sports, commercial entertainment, or elsewhere? As the old economics joke goes, if a ten-dollar bill is lying on the ground, then it must not really exist because someone would have picked it up already. 109 Perhaps FACs are the equivalent of that tendollar bill. As with any innovation, sometimes ingenuity happens, which explains why demand for some products is higher than it is for others. Crowdfunding itself has existed for only about five years and its parameters and potential applications are still being discovered. Even so, we have seen a few small-scale efforts in this direction, especially in connection with team sports.
with contractual relationships. There also remains the awkwardness of ordinary fans spending money to benefit or influence wealthy stars and teams. 112 These social norms might impede the emergence of FACs.
One way to overcome that inertia is to organize FACs in a way that incentivizes entrepreneurs to surmount those hurdles. A FAC might absorb a small percentage of the money that is raised to cover administrative costs and furnish some profit or financial return for the person spearheading the effort. Moreover, online crowdsourcing platforms lower the costs of these efforts, much as technology has facilitated the lowering of costs associated with increasingly standardized legal instruments.
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Conclusion
Fans currently do not financially direct or even influence where stars choose to perform; fans instead are left to scream about it from the sidelines. They deserve better. The same people who devote mental and emotional energy and passion for talent and teams also spend their hard-earned salaries buying tickets and knick-knacks. This makes them stakeholders in the various choices made by talent. By harnessing imagination, resources, and energy, FACs are a catalyst for the realization of fan power.
FACs are not the only way to bring fans into the decision-making mix. Teams could be capitalized and directed through publicly traded stocks under affiliated rules of corporate governance; alternatively, they could be organized as community cooperatives. Those structures would also empower fans, although we leave the merits of such competing models for another day.
In our view, whether enriching stars through direct payments or facilitating contributions to charitable causes, FACs are permissible and easily created. While their existence might impose some costs, FACs should spur some important conversations about professional entertainment and sports, and what we expect from these fields of endeavor and why. Finally, when structured under the charitable model, FACs can incidentally lead to im-proved access to medicine and the arts and the alleviation of other social inequalities, all while helping the local team win. FACs, in short, offer promise to a vision that empowers fans, greases commerce, directs money to charities, and, in so doing, very likely effects positive social change.
